Modern_SMALL
6” Jungle PLUS (Heavy-Duty)
For those who prefer an all rounder small size kukri knife that is intended for all types of works - be it, REGULAR
usage or HEAVY-DUTY works..










BLADE SIZE: 6 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 335 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 415 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 650 grams
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 14th Apr 2015)
CATEGORY: Modern_SMALL
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

KHHI is always working relentlessly to bolstering its collection of mini versions and this is one of the fine additions to
its small sized khukri knives that wud simply meet the standard and desire of many users. As per its name, “6 inch
Jungle PLUS” is the advanced (modern) version of the traditional 6” Jungle (Sweet) that has been solidly crafted for
heavy duty works by keeping the same required features in mind as a hardcore working knife. The blade is thick forged
with a semi-fuller (for more strength and durability), with mirror polished finishing (to prevent rusting), fixed by a
“Panawal” version handle system (Full flat tang with rivets for strength, stamina and status), having a vertical guard
between the blade and handle (to always safe guard the holding hand within the handle’s portion) and with a Brown
leather sheath (for smart look and strong fitting). Here special attention is made on two things; 1) Butt Cap is rounded
in upper portion so that it won’t dig (stab) in palm. 2) Highly mirror polished is done (obviously we have retained the
hardness) to completely prevent the blade from rusting.
6” Jungle PLUS mainly works (or is a must) for those who prefer an all rounder small size kukri knife (since it’s easier
to carry and to work with) that is intended for all types of works - be it, REGULAR usage or HEAVY-DUTY works,
NO PROBLEM at all.

Blade size: 6 inches approx.
Handle size: 4 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 7/8 mm approx.
Weight: 335 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
Brown leather sheath, Hard wooden handle (saaj), metal fixtures, 5160 semi fuller/chirra blade

7” MultiCraft (Jungle man)
KHHI unleashes one of its greatest constructions comprising various features to accomplish many different objectives
in/by the same multi purposed survival knife..











BLADE SIZE: 7 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 650 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 750 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 950 grams
FUNCTION: Hunting, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI. Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 2nd Jan 2010)
CATEGORY: Modern_SMALL
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

An exclusive and excellent creation of multiple functionality crafted for all survivalists and naturalists to endure and
overcome the brutality and hardship a mammal or terrain can inflect upon. KHHI unleashes one of its greatest
constructions comprising various features to accomplish many different objectives in/by the same multi purposed
survival knife. This 7” MultiCraft’s in-built diverse executives, with accordance to its name, serve it master with a
variety of tasks (usefulness) and thus truly making it THE ONE to carry at ALL TIMES.

Blade: This is the strength and stronghold of the MultiCraft’s sheer power, purpose and variation. This is where a
single simple looking blade reveals its true color of what it can really do and deliver. The maker here has manipulated
the shape, size and edges in such a way that all basic and tactical objectives are met within or by a single blade. Front
portion’s (lower shoulder) shape is bulged out extensively to accomplish easy, effortless and effective swing (blow).
The length of the curve is full 5 inch and thus has enough coverage against a target. Spine/edge of the lower shoulder is
forged completely flat and left rough and widen a bit in order to use it as a hammer - to pound things if and when
needed. This area of the blade is equally well tempered to stand beating and thumping. Spine/edge of the upper
shoulder has a serrated back, having multiple sharp cuts to work relatively like to a saw for various tactical, utility and
constructive purpose. Back portion (bevel) of the blade is forged straight to be used as a knife to slice and slit. It covers
a full 2 inches which provide a good space/length to meet the objective. The overall length of the blade is only 7 inches
which make the knife very practical and easy to use and mobile at the same time. Large elongated very sharp and steep
bevel (patti) is forged to inflict deeper and greater impact with very less effort. Blade is made unpolished to keep good
temper and solid cutting ability. A see through “HOLE” is also made in the blade near the guard which comes as a part
of its unique style and to distinguish it from the herd. It may come handy for other reasons too that involve cutting and
splitting.
Handle: Another significant and superb department of the 7” MultiCraft is its superior handle. Full flat tang riveted
handle makes the knife a heavy duty operational machine. Two plates of brown Indian rosewood handles are first
firmly fixed to the tang by using imported epoxy (Bondite) and later strongly secured by rivets (as shown in the picture)
from both sides. A cylindrical shape is crafted to make holding easy, comfortable and useful. A steel guard fitted in the
top portion / area of the handle makes the knife safe to use at all times. The guard works like a divider - separates the
handle compartment from the sharp edge of the blade keeping the using hand away from danger and thus injury. A
tension free and not-so-cautious state of mind is achieved from the guard and hence the user can freely and more
effectively execute the knife to his wish. An extension comprising a lanyard hole and chisel in the tail section comes as
a bonus to the owner or user in this “multiplicity in one” knife. The lanyard hole facility makes sure that the knife is
never dropped, where as the chisel combination gives the user an extra tool in his armor which may come handy at
anytime. The guard and extension are well polished for better look and to prevent rusting, where as the solid horn
handle is totally unpolished to deliver better and sturdier grip.
Scabbard: Sheath of MultiCraft is another important segment that makes it effective, functional and thus very special.
A special flexible leather is used for the scabbard to prevent the blade from getting scratches and to have a swifter,
faster and easier draw (in and out) even when tucked in the belt. Moreover the scabbard frame is carved slightly bigger
than the blade, giving more room inside in order to achieve very easy operation. A leather belt with fasten-up button is
fitted in the back of throat of the scabbard to secure the khukuri firmly to the scabbard. Similarly a shoe lace as shown
in the picture is fitted in the frog to tie the khukuri’s handle to prevent it from wobbling while the user is moving
carrying the knife in his belt. The lace would give him easy carriage and better movement. A lanyard loop is also kept
in the tip of the scabbard to ease carriage and thus motion - where the user can fit a string and tie the scabbard to his
thigh.
MultiCraft (Jungle Man), a multi functional performer and deliver, a versatile tool, is an all rounder that cuts, chops,
saws, carves, pounds, splits, slices, scores, scrapes, hammers, stabs, digs, cleans; you name it…
[Please be notified that due to severe scarcity of HORN in the market, its constant rising price and now it being
banned by the Indian Govt. we are compelled to replace the horn handle of this khukuri/knife by Brown Indian
Rosewood handle, unlike as shown in the photo with effective from 26th May 2013 onwards only]
Materials / Features:
Special shoe leather scabbard, brown Indian rosewood handle with rivets and steel guard, multi functional high carbon
steel blade, shoe lace

KHHI-Mini (Prince)

Perfect handy sized blade with large elongated effective bevel backed up by a full-flat tang compact-comfort handle
distinguish this kukri..











BLADE SIZE: 8 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 500 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 600 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 850 grams
FUNCTION: Indoor, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, KTM, Nepal (released on 18th Feb 2010)
CATEGORY: Modern_SMALL
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

Compact, Composed, Comfortable and Cute KHHI Mini; a new mini version modern khukuri designed to deliver only
the best. It is a well composed, self-able khukuri produced with all the important and necessary features, from style to
strength, cutting to collection, play to display, required to make it as one of the proudest and satisfactory release of the
KHHI. Perfect handy sized blade with large elongated effective bevel backed up by a full-flat tang compact-comfort
handle distinguish this kukri from the rest and definitely tops the list of trekkers, hunters, gift-givers, collectors,
naturalists and many more.
Blade:
Semi-polished to give a smooth, silky and strong panel. Peak-less (shoulder) in the spine of the blade for easy operation
(drawing in and out). Larger and wider, broader and elongated bevel to enhance the cutting ability, to inflict deeper
wound (impact) into a target. Unique notch to give a break from the traditional look; a complete new modern look.
Handle:
A unique handle for easy and effective grip. Contours, shape, design, panel provide easier and stronger handling. Top
and bottom sharp curves and bends provide safety and shelter to the using hand. Full flat tang reinforced with 3 x solid
brass rivets to give power and durability to the whole fixture of the handle. Lanyard hole in the end as an extra feature
to insert a leather thong for wrist belt. Bulged belly for comfortable palm rest. Totally unpolished for better and sturdy

grip.
The scabbard is basic. Buffalo hide leather scabbard with single loop 2mm leather frog. A lanyard loop is fitted in the
tip of the sheath for a string/cord to go through to tie around thigh so wobbling can be minimized when in full motion.
Materials / Features:
Buffalo leather scabbard, full flat tang special protective and effective handle, semi-polished bulky effectual bevel

ParaCord Khukuri (@ BUDGET - the Real Deal)
A BUDGET kukri for those who seek for a real deal - Real Steel @ rare price..

 BLADE SIZE: 8 inches approx.
 THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
 ACTUAL WEIGHT: 550 grams
 OVERALL WEIGHT: 550 grams
 SHIPPING WEIGHT: 850 grams
 FUNCTION: Defending, Domestic Use, Hunting, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Military, Outdoor, Regular work,
Stabbing,Trekking
 ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 15th Aug 2014)
 CATEGORY: Modern_SMALL
 BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish
KHHI for the first time in its history introduces a Paracord khukuri to establish its image as the best khukuri maker and
to give further versatility to its amazing product range. It has also been launched as a BUDGET kukri for those who
seek for a real deal – Real Steel @ Rare Price – where we believe buying should not be an issue even for the strugglers.
As per its name the full flat tang is wrapped by a paracord (made in USA, military standard) using a special wrapping
technique developed by KHHI. The paracord is securely wrapped in such a fashion that the user feels very easy and

safe to hold the knife. The shape, size, contours and design itself of the handle also make holding safer, much easier
and more effective. The sharp edge is honed to make it super sharp and strong using a special manual honing technique
where various grit sandpapers are used to accomplish the target (a technique developed by KHHI to enhance it superior
quality). The blade is only 8 inch long designated to make it handier and unpolished to retain solid temper, and thus
usefulness. The front back portion of the blade is well sharpened to use the knife for stabbing and the blade is purposely
made straighter to support this action.
The paracord kukri is in fact a real deal knife that is well within the budget of anyone and something that is forged for
all kinds of outdoor and indoor activities that requires cutting, hacking, stabbing and slicing etc.
The sheathed version of the ParaCord Khukuri will soon hit the stands of KHHI.
Blade size: 8 inches approx.
Handle size: 5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 7-8 mm approx.
Weight: 550 gms approx.
Materials / Features:
EN-31 industrial steel, Dual edge, Paracord wrapped handle; No Sheath

